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I. Introduction
In 2006, the Supreme Court initiated a reassessment of the appropriateness of permanent injunctions as a remedy for patent
infringement. The Court reiterated that the patent statute leaves the decision of whether to grant permanent injunctions in the
equitable discretion of the court.1 While the statute does give the patentee a right to exclude,2 the Court explained, “the
creation of a right is distinct from the provision of remedies for violations of that right.”3 This point highlights the striking
fact that the statute does not provide an alternative remedy for future infringement of adjudicated patents. Of course, the
patentee can continue to file future actions to collect damages for future infringement, but this is an inefficient use of party
and judicial resources.
*428 To fill this void, trial courts have used their equitable power to craft compulsory licenses that compensate patentees for
future infringement in the historically rare cases where the issuance of a permanent injunction was determined to be
inappropriate. The royalty rates of compulsory licenses are set to a rate that a court determines to be the fair value of the
infringement of the patent. This valuation is a difficult task because patents are inherently unique. Unless the Court sets the
rate high enough to make continued infringement unprofitable, this remedy denies the patentee the right to exclude the
infringer. Compulsory licensing thus reduces the value of patents and arguably the incentives for innovation.
A permanent injunction is a blunt instrument that has its own drawbacks. The most significant drawback of injunctions is
known as the “holdup”4 problem. In cases where a patent covers a small aspect of an infringing product, an injunction allows

the patentee to appropriate the value of the infringer’s product beyond what is attributable to the invention itself unless and
until the product can be modified to avoid infringement. This creates a windfall for the patentee and, at least in cases where
the infringer was acting in good faith, seems inequitable. The holdup problem has become more significant in recent years as
products have tended to become more complex.5 The holdup problem creates an incentive for unscrupulous patent owners to
engage in ethically questionable tactics, such as submarine patenting. The holdup problem also creates liabilities for
producers of complex products and arguably slows the dissemination of the fruits of innovation to the public.
In some cases both an injunction and a compulsory license can be unappealing remedies for the reasons described above.
Courts should not be constrained to choosing one of these two options. Ideally, a remedy would be crafted to facilitate the
negotiation by the parties of a license limited by the true value of the patented invention in all cases where continued
infringement is efficient.
One solution is a time-varying compulsory license. Courts could set royalty rates that increase with time according to a
schedule set by the court. When the royalty rate gets high enough it acts as an effective injunction by making continued
infringement unprofitable. In this way the remedy preserves the patentee’s right to exclude after some imprecisely known
delay. This delay can be used to allow an infringing product to be redesigned to avoid infringement without costly
interruptions in availability. In this way it mitigates the holdup problem. This solution is similar to the granting of a stay on
an injunction, but it has some nicer *429 properties.6 For example, the stayed injunction discontinuously raises the cost of
infringement from a fixed finite value to effectively infinite cost. By contrast, the time-varying compulsory license provides a
smooth transition to the exclusion range. This property allows the court a margin of error in setting the delay that makes it
more practical than a stayed injunction.
Part II of this Article reviews the eBay case and how federal district courts have ruled on motions for permanent injunctions
against patent infringement since the Supreme Court’s decision in the case. Part III describes the properties of traditional
remedies for prospective patent infringement in more detail. Part IV describes a proposed time-varying compulsory license
remedy. The strengths and weaknesses of the remedy are discussed, as applied to particular industries. Part V is a brief
conclusion.
II. The Impact of eBay
For the last two centuries U.S. courts have granted permanent injunctions upon a finding of infringement “in the vast
majority of patent cases.”7 In the last two decades, the Federal Circuit had formalized this practice with a “general rule” that
“a permanent injunction will issue once infringement and validity have been adjudged.”8 But, the Federal Circuit continued to
recognize that trial courts had the discretion to deny injunctive relief to protect the public interest. The Federal Circuit
explained that “a court may decline to enter an injunction when ‘a patentee’s failure to practice the patented invention
frustrates an important public need for the invention,’ such as the need to use an invention to protect public health.”9 This rule
limited trial courts’ discretion to deny injunctive relief. Limiting discretion created greater consistency and uniformity of
patent remedies across the country but caused some harsh results in specific cases.
In eBay v. MercExchange,10 the Supreme Court struck down the Federal Circuit’s general rule favoring injunctive relief for
patent infringement. The Court started by examining the statute which says a court “may grant injunctions in accordance with
the principles of equity to prevent the violation of any right secured by patent, on such terms as the court deems
reasonable.”11 The Court *430 interpreted this provision to require trial courts to exercise their discretion in granting
injunctions by applying the common law’s traditional four-factor test for injunctive relief. Under this test,
[a] plaintiff must demonstrate: (1) that it has suffered an irreparable injury; (2) that remedies available at law, such as
monetary damages, are inadequate to compensate for that injury; (3) that, considering the balance of hardships between the
plaintiff and defendant, a remedy in equity is warranted; and (4) that the public interest would not be disserved by a
permanent injunction.12
The statute also states that a patent grants “the right to exclude others from making, using, offering for sale, or selling the
invention.”13 The Court reconciled this provision and the difficulty of protecting a right to exclude through money damages
by noting, “the creation of a right is distinct from the provision of remedies for violations of that right.”14 The Court
conspicuously declined to comment on what remedies would be appropriate to vindicate the patent right to exclude when
injunctions are deemed inequitable.

In the opinion of the Court, Justice Thomas went on to criticize the general rules espoused by both the district court, in
denying injunctive relief, and the Federal Circuit, in reversing this denial. In denying injunctive relief, the trial judge stated
that “the evidence of the plaintiff’s willingness to license its patents [and] its lack of commercial activity in practicing the
patents . . . are sufficient to rebut the presumption that it will suffer irreparable harm if an injunction does not issue.”15 Justice
Thomas explained that
traditional equitable principles do not permit such broad classifications. For example, some patent holders, such as university
researchers or self-made inventors, might reasonably prefer to license their patents, rather than undertake efforts to secure the
financing necessary to bring their works to market themselves. Such patent holders may be able to satisfy the traditional
four-factor test, and we see no basis for categorically denying them the opportunity to do so. To the extent that the District
Court adopted such a categorical rule, then, its analysis cannot be squared with the principles of equity adopted by
Congress.16
The Court also reaffirmed the holding of Continental Paper Bag Co. v. Eastern Paper Bag Co.,17 which held that there is no
requirement that a patentee use its invention to be entitled to injunctive relief.18
*431 In his concurring opinion, Chief Justice Roberts warned trial courts not to stray too far from past practices of granting
injunctive relief. Roberts noted that the “long tradition of equity practice”--granting injunctions in most cases of
infringement--“is not surprising, given the difficulty of protecting a right to exclude through monetary remedies that allow an
infringer to use an invention against the patentee’s wishes--a difficulty that often implicates the first two factors of the
traditional four-factor test.”19 He said that to “promote the basic principle of justice that like cases should be decided alike,”
trial courts should not disregard this long tradition of equity practice when applying the four-factor test.20
Justice Kennedy’s concurrence stated that a departure from past practice may be justified by changing circumstances. He
cited three recent developments that may justify denial of injunctive relief in certain cases. The first is an increasing
prevalence of non-practicing patentees who seek to profit from their inventions solely through licensing.21 The second
circumstance is where a patent covers only a small component of an infringing product and an injunction gives the patentee
“undue leverage in negotiations.”22 The third circumstance is the advent of business method patents, which Justice Kennedy
considers particularly prone to “vagueness and suspect validity.”23 Justice Kennedy emphasized that equitable discretion
granted by the Patent Act will “allow courts to adapt to rapid technological and legal developments in the patent system.”24
After eBay, the Federal Circuit is severely constrained in its ability to harmonize the granting of injunctive relief across
jurisdictions.25 The decision by a trial court to grant or deny permanent injunctive relief is subject to review on appeal under
the abuse of discretion standard.26 Since eBay, the Federal Circuit has reviewed four trial court decisions regarding the
permanent injunctions in a patent infringement case. All four were remanded because the trial court had granted the
injunction without applying the four-factor test required by eBay.27 A lack of *432 meaningful review is likely to create an
additional incentive for forum shopping in patent cases.
Since eBay, twenty-seven published district court orders have ruled on motions for a permanent injunction following a
finding of patent infringement. These cases were studied to assess the effects of eBay on the likelihood of injunctive relief
and to test the significance of a few key characteristics of the cases. The results are summarized in Table 1 below.28 Each of
the cases was analyzed and *433 classified in three dimensions: (1) whether the patentee was practicing his invention, (2)
whether the defendant was found to have willfully infringed the patent, and (3) by the type of patent--product, business
method, or other method/process. A patentee was determined to be practicing if it was clear from the court’s order, the facts
of the case, or the patentee’s website that he or his licensee(s) practice the invention. Another potential definition that may be
more relevant is whether he practices in the same market as the defendant. In some cases the courts make specific findings
about competition between the parties during their application of the eBay test. However, in many cases this is not
specifically addressed and there is no practical way to determine the extent to which their products actually compete in the
same marketplace. For this reason the simpler definition of practice in any market was used. Product patents were any patents
that the jury or court had found particular products to infringe. Business method patents are in general more difficult to
distinguish from other method patents, simply because the term itself is difficult to define. Decisions between these two
categories were made based on facts recited in the case and the author’s conception *434 of the term “business method.” In
the five method patent cases studied, there happened to be no close calls. Willfulness was simply the jury or the court’s
finding on the willfulness issue.

Table 1: Injunctions After eBay
Granted

Denied

All Cases - 27

19 - (70%)

8 - (30%)

Practicing Patentee - 23

19 - (83%)

4 - (17%)29

Non-Practicing Patentee - 4

0

4 - (100%)

Product Patent - 20

15 - (75%)

5 - (25%)

Business Method Patent - 1

0

1 - (100%)

Other Method/Process Patent - 6

4 - (67%)

2 - (33%)

Willful Infringement - 15

9 - (60%)

6 - (40%)

No Willful Infringement - 12

10 - (83%)

2 - (17%)

Overall it seems that permanent injunctions are still more likely to be granted than denied. But a 30% denial rate is almost
certainly higher than before eBay.
An important factor in determining whether an injunction will issue seems to be whether or not the patentee is practicing its
invention. Although the number of cases might be too small to confirm a trend, non-practicing patentees seem doomed to
denial of injunctive relief. On the other hand, patentees practicing their inventions appear significantly more likely to be
granted injunctive relief. However practicing is not a guarantee of injunctive relief. For example, in Praxair, Inc. v. ATMI,
Inc., the court found that the patentee manufactured products embodying the invention which were in “direct and
head-to-head competition with” the infringing product.30 Despite this the Court found that Praxair had not met its burden
under eBay, explaining that “Praxair has not provided or described any specific sales or market data to assist the court, nor
has it identified precisely what market share, revenues, and customers Praxair has lost to ATMI.”31 The Court denied
Praxair’s motion for a permanent injunction without prejudice to renew. With respect to the other cases in which a practicing
patentee was denied a permanent injunction, context is important. In two of these cases, the patents were *435 practiced by
licensees rather than the patentees themselves.32 In the final case, the practicing patentee that was denied an injunction had a
business method patent, which may have been an independent factor contributing to the denial.33 In light of contextual
considerations, it can be concluded that Table 1 understates the trend toward granting injunctive relief to practicing patentees.
Note, however, that an injunction was granted in one case where the invention was practiced by a non-exclusive licensee--the
licensee was the patentee’s subsidiary.34
The preliminary trend raises an important question: where did all the patent trolls go? It may be that eBay is encouraging
patent trolls to settle, but much more information is needed for a complete assessment. The data seems to show that many
district courts are following Justice Kennedy’s suggestion that non-practicing patentees may make injunctive relief
inequitable.
The sample size on business method patents is too small to draw conclusions at this time, but the single case decided seemed
to follow Justice Kennedy’s concurrence on this point as well.35
Willful infringement slightly decreased the likelihood of injunctive relief. This is a counterintuitive result since a court should
typically be less receptive of arguments on the balance of the hardships factor from a willful infringer. Again, the small
sample size must temper our inferences from the data. But, the lack of a positive strong correlation between willfulness and
the grant of injunctions at least indicates that many courts do not consider willfulness to be significant factor in balancing the
equities. This may reflect a low correlation between willfulness, as currently defined, and the perceived culpability of the
defendant.

III. Problems with Existing Remedies for Future Infringement
Historically, U.S. patent law has strongly favored permanent injunctions over compulsory licenses as a remedy for
prospective infringement of patents.36 The U.S. Constitution itself authorizes Congress “[t]o promote the Progress of Science
*436 and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings
and Discoveries[.]”37 It is difficult to see how the granting of a compulsory license secures the exclusive right. Compulsory
licensing of patents has been used in three narrow cases: for government use pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1498(a), to protect
compelling public needs such as public health,38 and as an antitrust remedy.39 Many other compulsory licensing schemes have
been proposed and consistently rejected by Congress.40 A reason commonly cited for this preference is that the right to
exclude from practice of the invention is not effectively protected by money damages alone.41
An underlying reason for the aversion to compulsory licenses is that patented inventions are by definition unique.42 Money
damages are generally inadequate to compensate for patent infringement, not in the sense that there is no amount of money
that the patentee would exchange the patent right for, but in the sense that there is really no reliable way for a court to
determine what amount of money the patentee would freely take. In contrast, the right to fungible goods can be adequately
compensated through money damages because the court can readily determine an amount of money that will allow plaintiff
to replace her property and be made whole. A patentee with an encumbered patent cannot restore its patent right with the
licensing revenues.
Avoiding compulsory licenses preserves our innovation incentive system of distributed decision making with market
valuation of inventions. An important feature of the patent system is that it is designed to reward patentees based on the
market value of their inventions. Incentives to innovate are naturally aligned with the needs of society. Alternatively, we
could assign the task of valuing inventions to centralized authorities. Granting compulsory licenses is a step in this direction.
In granting compulsory licenses, trial courts take on the task of assessing fair royalty rates for inventions in the context of
infringing products. Courts already do *437 this for past infringement, but that is unavoidable. In cases of future
infringement, the law should spare courts the task of assessing fair value and should instead use markets to determine the
value of an invention.
Unfortunately, permanent injunctions are also a suboptimal remedy in many cases. They have come under particularly strong
criticism recently. Justice Kennedy’s concurrence in eBay outlines some of the chief complaints against the use of permanent
injunctions as a remedy for patent infringement. The three problems he identifies are: (1) the abuse of injunctions by
non-practicing patentees; (2) the vagueness and suspect validity of business method patents; and (3) the holdup problem with
patents on small components of infringing products.
Patentees should not be denied the right to exclude others from practicing their inventions simply because they do not
actively practice their inventions. The Supreme Court’s majority opinion in eBay specifically ruled that categorical denial of
injunctive relief to non-practicing patentees is inappropriate.43 As Justice Thomas explained, such a categorical rule would
unjustly disadvantage some patentees, such as “university researchers or self-made inventors” who are not in a position to
commercialize their inventions themselves and prefer to license.44 But, Justice Kennedy’s concurrence argued that the
“economic function of the patent holder” should be considered by courts when exercising their discretion to grant injunctive
relief.45 Since eBay, district courts seem to be following Justice Kennedy’s suggestion on this point.46 As a matter of policy,
however, the courts should not consider whether a patentee practices her invention as a factor in deciding whether to grant
injunctive relief. Such a policy fosters a liquid market for innovation that benefits small inventors and ultimately society at
large.
Liability rules in patent law that favor patentees who practice their inventions tend to put small entities at a disadvantage and
thus discourage distributed research and development. Existing theories for compensating non-practicing patentees fail to
adequately consider the small entity problem. For example, Julie Turner has advocated a theory of “efficient infringement”
that compensates non-practicing patentees with compulsory licenses.47 She analyzes the justification for granting monopolies
under four incentive theories: incentive to invent, incentive to disclose, incentive to innovate, and the prospect theory.48
According to Turner, the first two *438 justifications don’t make sense in the modern era because “the majority of modern
inventive activity occurs within large, research-driven corporations.”49 Turner discounts incentive-for-invention theory by
focusing on large corporations, where capital-based barriers to entry may adequately protect inventions and thus render
patents superfluous, and by ignoring the patent incentives on small inventors.50 She similarly discounts incentive-to-disclose
theory by focusing on large corporations capable of commercializing in-house--an advantage that may allow them to opt for
trade secrecy over patent protection.51 Turner then argues that the incentive-to-invent and prospect theories categorically do

not apply to non-practicing patentees by characterizing non-practicing patentees as irrational holdouts.52 Turner’s analysis
ignores the patentee’s incentive to strike a bargain to derive licensing revenues. While transaction costs are a real problem,
changing to a liability rule will not reduce transaction costs. It simply shifts the parties’ negotiation positions in favor of the
infringer53 and might lead to more litigation.54 Turner admittedly disregards the incentives to invent and to disclose--the result
is a system of “efficient infringement” that shifts rewards of innovation from inventors to parties that commercialize
inventions. This change will make it harder for small entities such as researchers, independent inventors, and start-ups to
profit from their inventions and will reinforce the trend Turner cites toward concentration of R&D in large corporations.
Creating incentives for small entities to invent is a worthy goal of the patent system. All four of the incentive theories for the
patent system that Turner identifies have value and the incentives to invent and disclose should not be so lightly thrown
aside. A system that incentivizes small entities to invent by tying rewards directly to the acts of invention and disclosure
allows for specialization. A system that denies the option for entities to specialize in the early stages of the innovation
process will create inefficiencies. McDonough has advanced a theory of “patent dealers,” under which even so-called trolls
contribute to society by creating a liquid market for ideas that facilitates distributed innovation.55 One way to foster
distributed innovation is to avoid policies that discriminate against patentees based *439 on whether or not they practice their
invention. For this reason, Justice Kennedy’s suggested focus on the economic role the patent owner is ill-advised.
Problems that may well exist with business method patents are not properly addressed by weakening enforcement for all
patents. Vagueness and suspect validity are problems directly related to other patent law doctrines including the § 112 written
description requirement, the § 101 patentable subject matter requirement, and the § 103 nonobviousness requirement.56 It
seems logical that these problems should be addressed at the source. Richard Klar has suggested the problems with business
method patents should either be addressed through “the proper standard of review for the grant of a business method by the
USPTO” or by Congress creating “another statutory category of protection for certain technologies.”57 Solutions that involve
special treatment for business method patents have appeal only if you believe the effects of the reforms can effectively be
confined to business method patents. In practice, distinguishing business method from other types of patents can be a
nontrivial exercise. For example, the line between software patents and business method patents can be particularly blurry in
the Internet services industry. Solutions that discriminate in the protection of patent rights based on “field of technology”
may also run afoul of treaty obligations under TRIPS Article 27.1.58 However, there is precedent for special statutory
treatment for business method patents in U.S. law.59
Statutory reform to address the special problems presented by business method patents is preferable to judicial discretion to
grant equitable relief.60 A drawback to implementing a bias against business method patents through the equitable discretion
of the courts to grant injunctions is that it creates precedent for solving similar doctrinal problems through judicial discretion.
This reform mechanism subverts the Federal Circuit’s mission to standardize patent law across jurisdictions because it places
the doctrinal decisions in the hands of district court judges, subject only to abuse of discretion review. Solving doctrinal
problems through equitable discretion of the court is not a good path for patent law reform.
*440 A holdup problem exists when a permanent injunction issues to prevent infringement of a patent covering a small
component of an infringing product or service. The power to prevent sales of the entire product places the patentee in a
position to appropriate value of the infringing product beyond the value attributable to the invention itself. Lemley and
Shapiro have identified and modeled this problem in the context of pre-litigation licensing negotiations.61 This Article
describes the same holdup problem in the context of post-litigation licensing negotiations, occurring after the patent has been
determined to be valid and infringed.
The value that a patentee can demand in licensing negotiations is limited by the cost of the infringer’s Best Alternative To a
Negotiated Agreement, or BATNA.62 To discuss the costs of the infringer’s alternative courses of action, it is useful to start
by defining some variables. Let n ϵ Z be a time index that represents the time elapsed from date of the court’s order. Let m be
the infringer’s marginal profit on each sale of the infringing product or service, and let s[n] be the market demand for the
infringing product or service at this price during the nth time period.63 Let v be the value added to a single instance of the
infringing product by the invention relative to the best non-infringing alternative solution.64 Let C be the total cost of a
redesign to the best alternative solution, and let D ϵ Z be the amount of time required to implement the redesign. Let L ϵ Z be
the remaining life of the patent. And finally let G(x) be a function mapping an interruption of infringing sales of duration x to
the less readily measurable and predictable costs of such an interruption, including loss of market share and consumer
goodwill.
The cost of the infringer’s BATNA in the presence of an immediate permanent injunction will depend on whether there is a

feasible non-infringing alternative design for the infringing product. If such an alternative exists, the cost of the redesign
BATNA is given by Eq. 1, if not the cost of the market exit BATNA is given by Eq. 2 below.
Eq. 1: BATNA = G(D) + C + Σ[n = 0 to D-1]m s[n] + Σ[n = D to L] v s[n]
Eq. 2: BATNA = G(L) + Σ[n = 0 to L]m s[n]
A reasonable definition of feasibility is that the quantity in Eq. 1 is less than the quantity in Eq. 2. The above equations
assume that there is no existing inventory of the infringing product and therefore all sunk costs the infringer may *441 have
invested in the product are irrelevant to the infringer’s prospective strategy. When inventory that still needs to be sold exists,
the cost of the infringer’s BATNA is further increased because its effective margin on the inventory is the full revenue from
those sales.
Even when a feasible non-infringing alternative design exists, the cost of the infringer’s BATNA under an injunction can be
substantially higher than the value attributable to the patented invention. Most notable from Eq. 1 are the lost profits from
sales during the redesign period and the unpredictable costs of the interruption in sales during this period, G(D). These terms
can be very large and have little to do with the invention itself, particularly when the invention is a small component of a
complex product. In this way, the injunction allows the patentee to extort more value than it is equitably entitled to, at least in
cases where the infringer has not acted in bad faith in an attempt to appropriate the invention.
The holdup problem is an artifact of the form of the injunction itself and is properly addressed through remedy reform. The
injunction is a blunt instrument that stops all infringing activities regardless of what other sources the value of those activities
may have. Ideally a patent infringement remedy would preserve a patentee’s right to exclude others from practice of their
invention while limiting an innocent infringer’s liability to the value directly attributable to infringement of the patent. In
cases where the invention is an essential component of the infringing product it is difficult or impossible to achieve this goal.
There is arguably still a holdup problem in this case. However, at least the invention is a but-for cause of the product’s total
value, which makes any holdup problem that exists an inextricable aspect of the design of the patent right rather than an
artifact of the remedy. In the case where a non-infringing alternative exists, the invention is not essential. In this case the
value of the invention is conceptually separable from the total value of the infringing product. As shown above, even in this
case the patentee can use a permanent injunction to extort value from the infringer beyond that attributable to its invention.
This scenario creates an opportunity to mitigate the holdup problem in an equitable manner through remedy reform.
IV. A Third Way: Exclusionary License
This section proposes a new remedy designed to balance the hardships between an innocent infringer and a patentee more
equitably than injunctions or fixed rate compulsory licenses. It is a tool trial courts can use to assist the parties in settling on
fair compensation for continued infringement when that infringement is efficient. The remedy grants the infringer a
compulsory license with a royalty rate that increases over time, or a “time-varying compulsory license.” The principle is that
when the royalty rate gets high enough, continued infringement will become unprofitable and the infringer will be effectively
excluded from practicing the invention. Because the time-varying compulsory license is a license that excludes over time, the
remedy will subsequently be referred to by the apparently oxymoronic name, “exclusionary license.”
*442 A. Principles of Operation and Why It Should Be Used
The exclusionary license vindicates the patentee’s right to exclude while mitigating the holdup problem. It is preferable to a
fixed rate compulsory license because it allows courts to avoid the business of valuing patent infringement and minimizes the
encumbrance on the patent right and associated reduction of incentives to innovate. It is preferable to permanent injunctions
because it allows an infringer time to redesign and thus avoids the high, unpredictable, and inequitable costs of a sales
interruption. Where a feasible non-infringing redesign exists, the exclusionary license removes the interruption costs from the
infringer’s best alternative to a negotiated agreement (BATNA). The BATNA is reduced to the sum of three quantities: the
cost of implementing the best alternative redesign (C); the cost of continued infringement under the exclusionary license for
the duration of the redesign effort (R); and the value of the invention relative to the best alternative accumulated over all sales
from the end of redesign effort to the termination the patent (V).65 In some sense, V is the ideal BATNA for the infringer to
have going into negotiations because it represents the value gained by the infringer from using the invention instead of the

best alternative. The exclusionary license will be useful in cases where C + R is substantially less than the collection of costs
associated with an immediate cessation of infringement. The extortion or holdup problem is mitigated to the extent of this
difference.
The exclusionary license may more closely approximate the ideal BATNA than the simplified analysis above suggests
because the ideal BATNA may be higher than V. First, the ideal BATNA should probably include the marginal value of the
invention weighted by sales volume during the entire remaining life of the patent and not just after the redesign period. So the
R term is only holdup value to the extent it exceeds the true value of the invention during the redesign period. Second, since
C is defined as the fixed cost of the redesign to the best alternative it may include a component that is properly assessed
against the infringer in valuing the invention relative to the best alternative design. The existence of sunk-cost inventory
worsens the BATNA with an immediate injunction more severely than in the case of an exclusionary license, because the
infringer has the option to sell off such inventory under the terms of the license and no such option under the injunction. In
this way the exclusionary license can significantly mitigate the holdup problem.
Some scholars have suggested the use of stayed injunctions with fixed compulsory licenses in the interim to accomplish the
same goal.66 Indeed, some trial courts have already exercised their equitable discretion to craft such relief in *443 cases where
a transition period was needed to protect public health.67 The exclusionary license uses the time-varying royalty to ensure
exclusion without introducing the discontinuity of the injunction. The exclusionary license is more administrable than a
stayed injunction because it is less sensitive to error in the court’s evaluation of the required delay and the value of the patent.
The essential feature of the exclusionary license is that the fee increases with time at a fast enough rate to guarantee that
infringement will become unprofitable within the life of the patent. The details of the exclusionary license could take
countless forms. This Article proposes one form in Eq. 3 below. Here, n is a time index that represents the number of months
from date of the court’s order; r[n] is the royalty rate applicable during the month starting n months from the order; r0 is an
initial royalty rate that applies in the first month following the order; and T is the number of months it takes for the royalty to
double.
Eq. 3: r[n] = r0 2(n/T)
With reasonable values of r0 and T, exclusion is ensured by the exponential growth of r[n].68 As long as eventual exclusion is
ensured, the redesign cost C becomes sunk in the infringer’s BATNA. Assuming C is time-invariant, the infringer’s optimal
strategy is then to initiate redesign as soon as possible if the royalty rate under the license is greater than the value of the
invention relative to the best non-infringing alternative (v) and to prolong infringement as long as the royalty rate is lower
than v.69 The holdup value of the license royalty itself is Σ[n = 0 to D](r [n] - v) s[n]. The desire to minimize holdup creates a
preference to keep the royalty rates close to v during the redesign period without compromising the other requirements of the
exclusive license. The convexity of the proposed license royalty in Eq. 3 helps to achieve this goal and guarantees lower
holdup value, for given estimate of m and D (defined below), than a license that grows linearly with time.
*444 The exclusionary license is less sensitive to the courts choice of the initial royalty rate than the stayed injunction.
Suppose the break-even royalty rate for continued infringement is m. In the absence of sunk-cost inventory this is the profit
margin for the infringing product.70 Then this exclusionary license will have an effective delay, D’, given by Eq. 4 below.
Eq. 4: D’ = T log2(m/r0) = T log2(m) - T log2(r0)
Since the chief goal of the exclusionary license is to eventually exclude, the initial royalty, r0, can be set to an arbitrary value
within a wide range without compromising this objective. This is because the effect of the exclusionary license is not very
sensitive to changes in this parameter. As seen from Eq. 4, the effective delay, or exclusion time varies logarithmically with r0
and the court’s estimate of m. Therefore the initial royalty can be set to accomplish secondary goals like assuring at least
what the jury or court found to be a reasonable royalty is paid for all infringement. An obvious choice is to set the initial
royalty rate to a reasonable royalty, as set for past infringement. In cases where a reasonable royalty has already been set this
imposes no additional burden on the court. In cases where lost profits were awarded it imposes a small additional burden. The
key point is that the effectiveness of the remedy is insensitive to error in the court’s valuation of the patent and the exclusion
threshold, an inherently difficult task.
The effectiveness of the exclusionary license is most sensitive to the choice of the time constant of growth or doubling
period, T. Given a reasonable value for the initial royalty, setting T is analogous to a court setting the duration of a stay on an

injunction. Ideally, the delay to exclusion is chosen to allow enough time for the infringer to redesign its product to avoid
infringement without an interruption in sales, while minimizing the infringer’s incentive to delay redesign in order to
expropriate value from the invention during the delay. Estimating this delay involves a fact intensive analysis by the court.
Court errors in setting the time constant will cost one party or the other money. This Article argues that party outcomes are
less sensitive to court errors in setting the delay for the exclusionary license than they are to court errors in setting the
duration of a stay for an injunction.
Unlike a stayed injunction, an exclusionary license has the property that the transition to the exclusionary range of the
remedy’s lifetime is smooth. If the court underestimates the required delay necessary for redesign in its stayed injunction, the
infringer will be hit with the high and unpredictable cost of an interruption in practice, including loss of goodwill and market
share. If the court overestimates the *445 required stay and sets a fixed royalty below the value of the invention relative to
the best non-infringing alternative (v), then the infringer is allowed to delay redesign efforts until just before the injunction
and expropriate value from the patentee. Moreover a longer stay increases the encumbrance on the patent. If the court sets the
fixed royalty too high, it is an immediate effective injunction that leaves a significant holdup problem. If the court
underestimates the required delay with an exclusionary license, the infringer is still harmed but its harm is the minimum of
royalties in excess of its margins for the additional duration or interruption costs of the additional duration. The infringer,
who is best situated to evaluate those interruption costs, is empowered to choose. If the court overestimates the required
delay, the patentee’s harm is infringer delay of the redesign effort during a period where it pays royalties below v. Because
the royalty increases quickly the royalty rate is guaranteed to surpass v at some time before the exclusion region is reached.
So while a period of infringer delay could exist if r0 is set below v, its duration will have logarithmic dependence on the error
in r0. For a stayed injunction, the duration of infringer delay will depend in a hit or miss manner on the courts assessment of
the fixed royalty. The court has to set a value in the range v < r0 < m in order to avoid either infringer delay until the end of
the stay or holdup. By smoothing the cost of infringement over time, the exclusionary license reduces the sensitivity of party
outcomes to court error in evaluating the value of the patent, the exclusion threshold, and the required delay for redesign.
The judicial economy of a compulsory license is comparable to that of the alternative remedies for prospective infringement.
The exclusionary license is just a form of compulsory license and thus no more or less costly to administer after the courts
order than a fixed-rate compulsory license. Limited post-trial discovery may be required for the court to set the time constant
of growth, but scholars have argued that post-trial discovery is also required for the setting of fixed-rate compulsory license
terms.71 The post-order administrative costs may vary for the different injunction schemes if one scheme proves to be more
prone to contempt hearings than the other. As a general matter it is not clear which remedy this factor favors. For immediate
injunctions, the post-trial, pre-order costs will generally be less than for an exclusionary license because there are no
parameters for the court to set. In the case of stayed injunction scheme, these costs will be very similar because of the need
for the court to set the length of the stay and the compulsory license during the stay.
More study of the exclusionary license and other tailored remedies is needed. Most notably, the analysis above has ignored
the effect of a potential appeal on the strategy of an infringer and its BATNA. The option to appeal cannot make the *446
infringer’s BATNA worse. It could create an incentive for the infringer to delay redesign, which may be beneficial in cases of
erroneous district court decisions. In cases of trial court error, the use of a tailored remedy such as the exclusionary license or
stay will allow the infringer some time to pursue an appeal without incurring the high costs of a sales interruption.
B. When to Use the Exclusionary License
The first question is when may a court grant an exclusionary license. The short answer seems to be whenever the court
wants--with a couple of qualifiers. TRIPS Articles 30 and 31 allow member states to create limited exceptions to patent
rights, which would likely authorize compulsory licenses determined in the equitable discretion of the court.72 A detailed
discussion of this point is beyond the scope of this Article. There is also an argument that in cases where a jury demand is
made the jury must set the damages for future infringement.73 Assuming the Seventh Amendment permits, the patent statute
states “[u]pon finding for the claimant the court shall award the claimant damages adequate to compensate for the
infringement, but in no event less than a reasonable royalty. . . . When the damages are not found by a jury, the court shall
assess them.”74 This seems to allow a compulsory license, as long as “the infringement” is interpreted to include future
infringement. The bottom line is courts have been granting compulsory licenses for many years in rare cases,75 and since
eBay, with increasing frequency.76 So far granting of compulsory licenses has not been reversed based on a lack of
jurisdiction to assess a royalty. A denial of a permanent injunction after eBay could still be reversed under the abuse of
discretion standard, but that seems unlikely.

There is a normative question of when should a court grant an exclusionary license. Currently, trial courts are only
constrained by the bounds of their equitable discretion under eBay to deny a permanent injunction. The Article will first
describe a proposed standard to guide the discretion of the court in selecting a remedy that could be implemented through
amendment of the Patent Act. The Article next describes how a court might account for some of the same factors *447 within
the framework of eBay’s four-factor test by accounting for the effects of the alternative exclusionary license remedy.
A compelling public need may still call for the granting of a fixed compulsory license to the infringer. Economic hardships to
the infringer alone are not sufficient to justify a complete denial of a patentee’s right to exclude. An exclusionary license is
better suited to balance such economic hardships between the parties. However, in some cases a compelling public need for
the invention may make even the risk of a practice interruption caused by market forces or transaction costs unacceptable.
This is true when the immediate public need clearly outweighs the long-term cost to the public in the form of reduced
incentives to innovate caused by granting an exception to the patent right to exclude.77 The reduction in incentive to innovate
will be minimized if this public need exception is kept narrow and as clearly defined as possible. Congressional guidance of
judicial discretion on this point could help further clarify the scope of the exception. A good standard for granting a fixed
compulsory license, and one that courts have used in the past, would require the finding of a compelling public need for
continued infringement, such as protecting public health or the environment. Whether the patentee practices the invention
might be relevant to the analysis of the compelling public need, to the extent that the patentee’s ability to fill public demand
obviates the need for continued infringement. But, the burden should be placed on the infringer to establish a compelling
public need that is beyond the patentee’s ability to meet. Outside of this public need exception, the right of the patentee
should be vindicated and either and injunction or an exclusionary license should be granted.
Whether a patentee is practicing his invention should not determine whether an exclusionary license or an injunction is used.
Some scholars have suggested that the presence of head-to-head competition between a practicing patentee and the infringer
should weigh heavily in favor of injunctive relief.78 However, patentee practice and competition do not relate directly to the
applicability of the exclusionary license over an injunction.
First assume that the patentee is practicing and competing with the infringer. If we further assume that the invention is a
small non-essential component of the infringing product, then there is still a holdup problem. The infringer and patentee are
competing in the market for the product based on a host of features that includes *448 other inventions and services. An
immediate injunction, and the sales interruption that results, will cause a shift in market share from the infringer to the
patentee. Again, because the injunction affects the whole product and not just the invention, the patentee will get extra sales
and market share beyond what is attributable to its invention. So the patentee still gets a windfall that seems inequitable when
the infringer has acted in good faith. If the invention is an essential component then the patentee at least has a colorable
argument that she is entitled to the entire market share she they will garner from an injunction.
On the other hand, consider the case where a patentee is not practicing or not competing with the infringer. The patentee is
again better off with an injunction than with an exclusionary license, so there should be some justification for denying
immediate vindication of the right to exclude. The patent right is undoubtedly encumbered by an exclusionary license; the
only question is how much. A lack of patentee practice makes it more difficult to adduce evidence to establish the existence
and extent of the harm to the patentee, but the harm is no less real. In cases where the invention is an essential component of
the infringing product, the patentee still has a colorable argument that it is entitled to all of the value that the infringer will be
denied by an immediate injunction. For the policy reasons described above, it is undesirable to categorically deny property
rights to non-practicing patentees.79
An exclusionary license should be favored over a permanent injunction when the infringer (1) has acted in good faith and (2)
faces a holdup threat that the exclusionary license could mitigate. The burden should be on the patentee to show bad faith by
the infringer, while the burden should be on the infringer to establish there is a holdup threat that can be mitigated by the
denial of an injunction and the granting of an exclusionary license. Bad faith on the part of the infringer could be grounds for
discounting its equitable claim to a balancing of the hardships.80 The patentee is harmed by the delay of its right to exclude.
This is clearly true when the patentee competes in the market with the infringer. It is also true when the patentee has the
potential to compete in the market itself or through licensees. Proof that the infringer copied the invention from the patentee
would be strong evidence of bad faith.81 The infringer should have to show that a non-infringing alternative is feasible and
that future sales of the non-infringing alternative would be prejudiced by an interruption in its practice of the patent.
*449 However, there is a plausible argument that courts could use an exclusionary license, even in the absence of a

non-infringing alternative design. While the infringer would ultimately still be excluded by the exclusionary license, it would
allow the infringer a more graceful exit from the market, including the sale of any inventory. This could mitigate holdup, but
at the risk of going to far.
There are two main problems with ordering an exclusionary license in the absence of a non-infringing alternative design.
First, the exclusionary license is not serving its primary purpose of facilitating fair settlement by the parties by isolating the
value of the invention in the infringer’s BATNA. This makes it harder to justify the burden on the patentee’s right to exclude
imposed by the denial of injunctive relief, especially considering the patentee has an argument that all of the product value is
attributable to its invention since it is essential. Second, there is no reasonable basis for setting T. Courts would have to set T
to some arbitrary value rather than basing it on a reasonable redesign time. One advantage of requiring a showing that a
non-infringing alternative is feasible is that it can limit the impact of this change to cases and industries where it makes the
most sense, thus making the change to the patent law more incremental. While it may ultimately be optimal to do away with
injunctions against good faith infringers or eliminate them altogether, an incremental approach to reform seems more
prudent.
The pharmaceutical industry is unlikely to be affected much by the proposed remedy reform. Patents on drugs tend to be
difficult to design around without incurring the high costs associated with regulatory approval.82 Non-infringing alternative
drugs are less likely to be feasible, and therefore, the exclusionary license will generally not be applied in the pharmaceutical
industry. The existing balance in this industry will be largely preserved.
Today a trial court could use some of these principles within the context of the four-factor test for injunctive relief.
Considering an exclusionary license as an alternative remedy will allow the court to deny a permanent injunction in some
cases where it otherwise would have granted an injunction if granting a fixed-rate compulsory license is the only alternative.
First, an exclusionary license more directly addresses the second and third factors from the traditional test. Second, an
exclusionary license is a form of monetary damages that is more likely to adequately compensate the patentee for its injury
than a compulsory license. And, while not as absolute as an immediate injunction, the exclusionary license does *450
vindicate the patentee’s right to exclude--albeit with some imprecisely known, but likely small, delay. Finally, granting an
exclusionary license also affects the balance of the hardships between the parties. It reduces the encumbrance on the patent
right and thus the hardship of the patentee, making denial of an injunction more likely.
The exclusionary license alternative will only affect the analysis under the four-factor test to the extent that it is a viable
alternative remedy in the particular case. Therefore the court will naturally have to consider whether there is a feasible
non-infringing alternative and whether future sales of the non-infringing alternative will be prejudiced by an interruption in
practice of the invention caused by an injunction. Bad faith by the infringer could similarly affect the four-factor analysis by
discounting the hardships of the infringer in the balancing of the hardships factor.
C. Application to the Information Technology Industry
Holdup problems are particularly common in the information technology industry.83 Cumulative innovation and complex
products with many components characterize the industry. And so, it is interesting to consider the application of the
exclusionary license in this industry.
Redesign costs, C, for complex products can be significantly higher than initial design costs. This phenomenon has two
primary causes. The first is the network of dependencies that develop over time between different components of a complex
product. A change in a small component could require changes of other, conceptually independent components in the product
that were designed based on an explicit or implicit assumption that the invention was practiced in the product. The second
cause is the need for system level testing as part of the quality assurance process for complex products. The need for system
testing makes incorporation of small changes outside of the schedule for major product releases inefficient.
Existing incentives for modular design create conditions that minimize redesign cost C, which tends to make exclusionary
licenses more effective. “Modularity is a mechanism to coordinate the work of many people around the world, manage
interdependencies between their parts of the project, and assemble very complex systems in a reasonably reliable way.”84
Modular design allows development work to be more easily segmented and distributed to smaller groups that can operate on
different schedules. Thus globalization is a driver for the use of modular design. By reducing the interdependencies between
components in *451 complex products, modular design also reduces the cost of releasing new versions and product

maintenance more generally. As information technology products become more complex the natural incentives for modular
design increase. The increasing prevalence of modular design tends to reduce the costs of redesign, which decreases an
infringer’s BATNA to levels more closely approximating V, the value of the invention in the context of the infringing
product.
Courts can examine release cycle history of an infringer to estimate the appropriate time constant, T. A redesign effort will
often be significantly less expensive, and therefore is more likely to be feasible, if the release of the non-infringing version
coincides with the release of other features in the infringing product. When setting T, courts may therefore find it useful to
examine the infringer’s proposed release schedule from company literature or its history of product release dates.
Interoperability standards create challenges for the exclusionary license approach. Standards make previously non-essential
features essential, limiting the applicability and efficacy of the exclusionary license. The problem only arises if the patent
reads directly on features required for interoperability. Some patents that claim relevance to standards cover particular
implementations of the standard, but are not actually essential because alternative compatible implementations exist.
Stockwell identified the problem with interoperability standards and suggested that using fixed compulsory licenses is a more
efficient policy when a patent reads on a standard.85 This seems fair when the patentee was a party to the standardization
process, but inequitable in cases where the patentee is not a party and had no control over the use of their technology.
V. Conclusion
Choosing remedies for future infringement is an important challenge district courts are facing since eBay. The exclusionary
license is a tool courts can use to leverage private information by facilitating a settlement by the parties to a value closely
approximating the true value of continued infringement. When a non-infringing redesign is feasible, an exclusionary license
can vindicate the patentee’s right to exclude while significantly mitigating the holdup problem. Furthermore, an exclusionary
license is preferred to a stayed injunction because it is more administrable in that it is less susceptible to unjust outcomes
arising from court errors in valuations and estimation of redesign times.
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